Abstract
Introduction
The recognition of handwritten Chinese generic text is a challenging task due to the diversity of writing styles, unconstrained language domain, large character set, character shape variation, and the character segmentation problem caused by variable character size, confusing inter-radical and inter-character gaps, character touching and overlapping, etc. A general approach to overcome the ambiguity of character segmentation is to integrate segmentation and recognition in a combinatorial optimization framework, where character segmentation candidates are generated and evaluated by character recognition scores and linguistic context [1] .
The application of word-based language models to Chinese text involves a word segmentation tasks since there is no extra space between words. For handwritten text recognition, we face two candidate segmentation issues: character segmentation and word segmentation. Some previous works applied word-based language models only to post-processing without considering character segmentation [2] [3] . On the other hand, some works use character-based n-gram models combined with character segmentation, without considering word segmentation [4] . Character-based n-grams have also been widely used in Japanese text recognition (e.g., [5] ). The work of [4] also use a word lexicon to match candidate character segmentation and recognition results but the lexicon is only for a constrained domain like address reading. To our best of knowledge, the integration of language model with character segmentation and word segmentation in Chinese text recognition has not been reported.
In this paper, we propose a handwritten Chinese text recognition scheme integrating character-based and word-based language models. The scheme evaluates candidate character segmentation and recognition, word segmentation and language model in a unified probabilistic framework, and the optimal path giving segmentation and recognition result is found using pruned dynamic programming (DP) search. We evaluate various character-based and word-based language models and demonstrate the large benefits of language models in improving the performance of handwritten Chinese text recognition. Fig. 1 shows the block diagram of our system for handwritten Chinese text recognition. First, the input text line image is over-segmented into primitive segments using the method of [6] , such that each primitive is a character or a part of a character ( Fig.  2(a) ). Consecutive segments are combined to generate candidate character patterns, forming a segmentation candidate lattice (Fig. 2 (b) ). Each candidate pattern is classified to assign candidate character classes, forming a character candidate lattice (Fig. 2(c) ). In classification, some candidate classes are abandoned because the difference of their scores from the top rank class is too large. Each sequence of candidate characters is matched with a lexicon to segment into candidate words, forming a word candidate lattice ( Fig.2 (d) ). Last, each character sequence or word sequence is evaluated by character recognition scores and language model, and the optimal sequence (path) is searched to give the segmentation and recognition result. 
System Overview

Path Evaluation and Search
Based on candidate character segmentation, character classes assignment and candidate word segmentation, the task of string recognition is to find the optimal path (combination) of segmentationrecognition. A path corresponds to a sequence of candidate character patterns by a likelihood score:
and the path of maximum score over all combinations (X,C) gives the segmentation-recognition result. The function in Eq.
(1) is modified from log ( ) ( | ) P C P X C , but to overcome the bias of P(X|C) to small number of segmented characters, we weight the likelihood of each character pattern with its number k i of constituent segments [7] (similar to the variable length HMM of [8] ). The empirical weights 1 2 , λ λ are used to balance the effects of language model and character recognition score. The character recognition score is given by a character classifier (MQDF), which inputs character shape features and output scores proportional to the log-likelihood log ( | ) (1) guarantees that the optimal path can be found by dynamic programming (DP) search. The search proceeds in frame-synchronous fashion: at each primitive segment s t , examine all the candidate patterns x i ending at s t and the candidate classes c i assigned to x i , and for each class c i , examine the words w j ending at c i . Denote the preceding candidate pattern of x i as x i-1 ending at segment s t-k and assigned classes c i-1 , and the preceding word of w j as w j-1 ending at character c i-l . If using bi-gram language model, for each triplet (s t ,c i ,w j ), an optimal partial path (with maximum partial score over k, c i-1 and w j-1 ) is retained. If using tri-gram language model, the partial path should be maximized over k, c i-1 , w j-1 , as well as the further preceding characters/words c i-2 and w j-2 . Consider that at each t, the cardinality of combinations (c i ,w j ) is very large, to accelerate search, we only retain a limited number N R of partial paths with maximum scores over (c i ,w j ) at each t. We call this beam search method as pruned DP. N R was set as 10 in our experiments.
To accelerate the recognition using word-based ngram models, we also use a hybrid search method split into two stages. In the first stage, we use pruned DP with charBi model to generate a reduced character candidate lattice, composed of the candidate character patterns and classes in the N R optimal partial paths ending at each segment found by pruned DP. In the second stage, pruned DP with word-based n-gram model is used on the reduced character candidate lattice.
Statistical Language Models
A statistical language model (SLM) estimates the probability of a sequence of text units (characters, words, phrases, and so on). We take the Chinese characters and words using n-gram models due to their simplicity and efficiency [9] .
For a sequence of characters 
For a sequence of words 
where i W is the class of word i w . We can see that if the word class number is the same as the number of words, the model of (6) degenerates as a normal wordbased bigram; on the other hand, if the class number is one, the model of (6) becomes a normal word-based unigram. Replacing In addition, smoothing and pruning are two critical techniques to the performance of language model because of the data sparseness and large number of parameters. We adopt the very commonly used Katz smoothing [9] and entropy-based pruning [10] . In pruning, the n-grams that raise the perplexity (due to pruning them) less than a threshold (empirically selected) are removed. After removal, the backoff weights are recomputed.
The language models are summarized in Table 1 . 
Experiments
Our experiments were implemented on a personal computer (Intel Core2 CPU 1.86 GHz). We evaluated the performance on a small subset of the HIT-MW database. This subset has 383 text lines (8, 424 characters in total), and was used as the test set in [11] .
Implementation
We evaluate the performance of character string recognition term of two measures: segmentation correct rate (SCR) and recognition correct rate (RCR). The SCR is the percentage of characters with both left and right boundaries matched with the ground-truth boundaries (difference of x coordinate within a threshold of 3 pixels), and the RCR is the percentage of characters both segmented correctly and assigned correct classes.
For assigning classes to candidate character patterns, we use a modified quadratic discriminant function (MQDF) classifier [12] on contour direction histogram features extracted by continuous NCFE (normalizationcooperated feature extraction) [13] . The output values of MQDF are proportional to the log-likelihood of classes under Gaussian density assumption. The classifier parameters were trained on a sample set of 2,534,678 isolated character images of 7,356 classes (7,185 Chinese characters, 10 digits, 52 English letters and 109 frequently used symbols).
On a candidate character pattern, the classifier outputs a number of candidate classes with high scores. To achieve a good tradeoff between the number of candidate classes and the accumulated accuracy of multiple paths, we select dynamic number of classes for each candidate pattern: order the classes in descending order of scores and prune the classes when the difference of their scores from the top rank class exceeds a threshold. The threshold was empirically to achieve a high performance of string recognition. As result, by pruning classes from 30 candidate classes (accumulated accuracy 87.64%) output by the classifier, we retained 25 classes (accumulated accuracy 86.91%) on average.
Our language models were trained on a Chinese corpus from the CLDC (Chinese Linguistic Data Consortium), which contains about 50,000,000 characters in 7,356 classes and 32,000,000 words in 289,598 types. We used the bigram word clustering algorithm of [14] to obtain word classes. The algorithm is an exchange algorithm similar to ISODATA with the maximum log-likelihood criterion. The SRILM (SRI Language Model) toolkit [15] was used to give the ngram models.
Evaluating Language Models
We first investigated the effect of pruning threshold (PT) in character and word n-grams reduction on the storage size and recognition performance. Fig. 3 plots the model sizes of three language models and recognition correct rate (RCR) with variable PTs. We can see that an appropriate threshold (10 -7 in our cases) can yield good tradeoff between model size and RCR. We did not prune the ibmBi because the size of word classes in this model is not very large. Instead, we evaluated the effect of the number of word classes, as shown in Table 2 , where the size denotes the size of ibmBi while for saving time, the RCR was obtained using hybrid search. We can see that a class number 1,000 of ibmBi leads to a high recognition rate. Table 3 shows the results of recognition and segmentation with n-gram models and without language model, and the time of processing 383 text lines and the memory sizes of n-gram models. We can see that compared to recognition without language model, the character-based and word-based n-gram models improve the segmentation-recognition performance remarkably, say, the RCR was improved from 57.6% to over 77%. The word-based n-gram models outperform the character bigram but the character trigram even outperforms the word-based bigram and hybrid models. Recognition with wordbased n-gram models is also extremely time consuming. Table 4 shows the performance of hybrid search for acceleration: using character bigram to generate a reduced candidate character lattice and then using word-based model for final recognition. The hybrid search methods for two word-based models wordBi and ibmBi are denoted as "char-wordBi" and "char-ibmBi", respectively. Obviously, the hybrid search method accelerates the recognition with word-based n-gram models significantly: the recognition time is now comparable to that of character trigram. Meanwhile, the recognition rates of word-based n-gram models were improved by hybrid search. This is because character candidates reduction by pruned DP using character bigram also reduces many noisy word candidates. Actually, the accumulated accuracy before pruned DP was 86.91%, which was only slightly decreased to 86.47% after pruned DP.
It is noteworthy that the character trigram outperforms the word-based bigram models, although words are more meaningful semantic unit than characters. We investigated into some text lines found two reasons below.
(1) The text line is not a whole sentence, so, its first or last character may not compose a valid word. For example, in the text line of Fig. 4(a) , the last character " " is only a part of the word " " following the word " ". So, the wordBi score P(" "|" ") is smaller than P(" "|" "). This problem is not with the charTri.
(2) If a character in a word is misrecognized, the word-based language model influences the adjacent characters more than the charTri because of the word lexicon. In Fig.4(c) , the character " " was misrecognized as " ", which resulted in the character pattern " " misrecognize as " ", because "
" is a common word in the lexicon, while " "is not. 
Conclusions
We presented an integrated segmentationrecognition system for offline handwritten Chinese text with character-based and word-based statistical language models (SLMs). The result of charactersegmentation is given by pruned DP or hybrid search. We evaluated four SLMs: charBi, charTri, wordBi and ibmBi. Experimental results show that the charTri performs best in terms of character recognition and segmentation rates, and hybrid search significantly accelerates recognition with word-based language models. In the future, we will seek for strategies for better utilizing the semantics of word-based language models and incorporating segmentation scores as well.
